Since its discovery 50 years ago, Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) has been linked to the development of cancers originating from both lymphoid and epithelial cells. Approximately 95% of the world's population sustains an asymptomatic, life-long infection with EBV. The virus persists in the memory B-cell pool of normal healthy individuals, and any disruption of this interaction results in virus-associated B-cell tumors.
Infection is involved in the development of an estimated 20% of human cancers-approximately 2 million cases per year [1] . Studies on the role of infection in cancer continue to reveal the underlying mechanisms that drive the oncogenic process and to highlight opportunities for therapeutic and prophylactic intervention. EpsteinBarr virus (EBV) was the first human tumor virus to be discovered and has yielded significant insight into both the pathogenesis of cancer and the natural history of persistent herpesvirus infection.
Infection with EBV is very common, affecting all human populations [2, 3] , and is largely asymptomatic and life-long. Early in the course of primary infection, EBV infects B lymphocytes, though it is unknown where B lymphocytes are infected and whether this infection also involves epithelial cells of the upper respiratory tract. To achieve long-term persistence in vivo, EBV colonizes the memory B-cell pool, where it establishes latent infection characterized by the expression of a limited subset of viral genes known as latent genes [4] . There are several well-described forms of EBV latency, each of which the virus uses at different stages of the viral life cycle and which are also reflected in the patterns of latency observed in various EBV-associated malignancies [2, 5] . Furthermore, during its life cycle, EBV must periodically replicate to generate infectious virus for transmission to other susceptible hosts, with epithelial sites in the oropharynx and salivary glands appearing to be the major sites for viral replication. Thus, the natural history of persistent EBV infection appears to resemble that of other herpesviruses in requiring distinct cell lineages to manifest the latent and replicative forms of the viral life cycle.
The dual tropism of EBV infection is also reflected in the types of tumor associated with the virus. EBV can colonize the memory B-cell pool in vivo and efficiently transform resting B cells into permanent, latently infected lymphoblastoid cell lines (LCLs) in vitrocharacteristics mirrored in the various malignancies of B-cell origin that are closely associated with EBV infection [2, 3, 5] . However, it is the undifferentiated form of nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC) that shows the most consistent worldwide association with EBV. Furthermore, a subset of gastric adenocarcinomas and certain salivary gland carcinomas are also infected with EBV. Hence, epithelial infection with EBV can result in malignant transformation, suggesting that targeted approaches should be considered for preventive and therapeutic intervention.
Historical Background
In 1964, Tony Epstein and Yvonne Barr identified herpesvirustype particles by electron microscopy in a subpopulation of Burkitt Chinese Journal of Cancer lymphoma (BL)-derived tumor cells in vitro. Only two years later, Old et al. [6] described antibodies in the serum of African patients with BL that recognized antigens prepared from BL cell lines. Surprisingly, similar BL antigen-specific antibodies were also present in serum from patients with carcinomas of the post-nasal space, and these antibodies were found in a high proportion of patients from both Africa and the US. This led the authors to suggest, "the high frequency of positive sera among patients with carcinoma of the post-nasal space indicates the desirability of searching for similar particles in cultures of this class of tumor also." [6] . A more specific immunofluorescence assay for detecting antibodies against EBVencoded replicative antigens was developed by de Schryver et al. [7] , and this assay confirmed the association of elevated antibody titers against EBV-encoded viral capsid antigen (VCA) and membrane antigen (MA) with NPC. In 1970, zur Hausen et al. [8] showed that EBV DNA was present in extracts from NPC tumors using DNA hybridization technology. Further serological analysis showed an association between EBV antibody titers and NPC tumor stage [9] and revealed VCA-specific IgA levels as a potential prognostic indicator [10] . In 1973, EBV DNA was detected by in situ hybridization in NPC tumor cells but not in infiltrating lymphoid cells [11] . Based on the apparent specificity of the association between VCA IgA levels and NPC, Zeng et al. [12] embarked on a mass serological screening program in 1980 in Wuzhou City in China, where these EBV-specific antibodies were found to be useful for early detection of NPC and where subsequent prospective analysis revealed the presence of IgA VCA up to 41 months prior to the clinical diagnosis of NPC. Analysis of terminal repeats (TRs) in the EBV genome in NPCs by Southern blot hybridization demonstrated that resident viral genomes were monoclonal, providing important evidence that EBV infection occurred before the clonal expansion of the malignant cell population [13] .
EBV Infection and NPC
The World Health Organization (WHO) has classified NPC into two main histological types-keratinizing squamous cell carcinoma (type I) and non-keratinizing squamous cell carcinoma (types II and III)-based on the tumor cells' appearance under the light microscope. The non-keratinizing type is further subdivided into differentiated non-keratinizing carcinoma (type II) and undifferentiated carcinoma (type III), and these type II and type III tumors are predominantly EBV-positive [14, 15] . Well-differentiated keratinizing NPC (type I) accounts for less than 20% of all NPC cases worldwide, and this tumor type is relatively rare in southern China [15, 16] . However, the association of EBV with the more differentiated, WHO type I form of NPC has been found particularly in the geographical regions with a high incidence of undifferentiated NPC [14] . In NPC, the virus exists in a latent state, exclusively in the tumor cells and absent from the surrounding lymphoid infiltrate. However, the interaction between the prominent lymphoid stroma found in undifferentiated NPC and adjacent carcinoma cells appears to be crucial for the continued growth of malignant NPC cells.
Carcinomas with similar features to undifferentiated NPC have been described at other sites including the thymus, tonsils, lungs, stomach, skin, or uterine cervix and are often referred to as undifferentiated carcinomas of nasopharyngeal type (UCNT) or lymphoepitheliomas. The morphological similarities of UCNTs to undifferentiated NPC prompted several groups to examine UCNTs for the presence EBV. UCNTs of the stomach are consistently EBVpositive [17] , whereas the association of the other UCNTs with EBV is less strong. EBV was found in thymic epithelial tumors from Chinese but not Western patients [18] . Salivary gland UCNTs are associated with EBV in Greenland Eskimos and Chinese but not in Caucasian patients [19] , and several case reports have demonstrated the absence of EBV from UCNTs arising in the uterine cervix and breast [20, 21] .
EBV Latent Gene Expression in Virusassociated Tumors
Much of our understanding of the biology of EBV relates to its interaction with B lymphocytes. EBV can readily infect and transform normal resting B lymphocytes in vitro, a model system that has provided important insight into the virus' biology and behavior. The LCLs generated by in vitro infection of B lymphocytes carry multiple copies of circular, extrachromosomal viral DNA (episomes) in every cell and express a limited set of latent proteins, including 6 nuclear antigens (EBNAs 1, 2, 3A, 3B, 3C, and -LP) and 3 latent membrane proteins (LMPs 1, 2A, and 2B) [2, 3, 5] . In addition to the latent proteins, LCLs also show abundant expression of the small nonpolyadenylated EBV-encoded small RNAs (EBER) 1 and EBER2; these are expressed in all forms of latent EBV infection and have served as excellent targets to detect EBV in tumors. Transcripts from the BamHI-A region (Bam A) of the viral genome, originally referred to as BamHI-A rightward transcripts (BARTs), are also detected in LCLs, and these, along with transcripts from the BamHI H rightward reading frame 1 (BHRF1) region, encode microRNAs (miRNAs). This pattern of latent EBV gene expression is referred to as the Latency III form of EBV infection and is characteristic in the majority of EBV-associated lymphomas arising in immunosuppressed patients.
Studies examining EBV latent gene expression in virusassociated tumors and cell lines derived from BL biopsies revealed at least 2 additional forms of EBV latency. EBNA1 is the only EBV protein consistently observed in EBV-positive BL tumors, along with the EBER and BamHI-A transcripts; this form of latency is referred to Latency I [2, 3, 5] . A variant of Latency I, with expression of BHRF1 and EBNAs 3A, 3B, and 3C, is observed in approximately 5%-10% of EBV-positive BL tumors [22] . It appears that in these tumors, the selective pressure to down-regulate EBNA2 expression has occurred via deletion of the EBNA2 gene rather than through the switch in viral promoter usage observed in the conventional BL scenario. Another form of EBV latency, Latency II, was originally identified in biopsies of NPC and subsequently found in cases of EBV-associated Hodgkin lymphoma (HL) (Figure 1 ) [23] [24] [25] [26] . Here, expression of the EBERs, EBNA1, and BamHI-A transcripts is accompanied by expression of LMP1 and LMP2A/B. While this Latency II pattern of EBV latent gene expression is a consistent feature of virus-associated HL, LMP1 expression in NPC is variable, with only approximately 20% of biopsies being unequivocally positive for LMP1 at the protein level [3] . The mechanisms underlying differential LMP1 expression in NPC and the consequent effects on the NPC phenotype remain unknown.
These different forms of EBV latent infection are a reflection of the cellular environment and the complex interplay between host regulatory factors and viral promoters that drive EBV latent gene expression. In Latency III, the different EBNAs are encoded by individual mRNAs generated by differential splicing of the same long (over 100 kb), rightward primary transcript expressed from one of two promoters (Cp or Wp) located close together in the BamHI-C and BamHI-W regions of the genome [27] . A switch from Wp to Cp occurs early in B-cell infection as a consequence of the transactivating effects of both EBNA1 and EBNA2 on Cp. LMP transcripts are expressed from separate promoters in the BamHI-N region of the EBV genome, with the leftward LMP1 and rightward LMP2B mRNAs apparently controlled by the same bidirectional promoter sequence (ED-L1) that also responds to transactivation by EBNA2 [2, 27] . The LMP2A promoter is also regulated by EBNA2. Both LMP2A and LMP2B transcripts cross the TRs into the U1 region, thus requiring the circularization of the genome for transcription. Circularization occurs by homologous recombination of the TRs, resulting in fused termini of unique length-a feature that has been used as a measure of EBV clonality, on the assumption that fused TRs with an identical number of repeats denote expansions of a single infected progenitor cell [13] . However, EBV clonality postinfection may be a consequence of the selective growth advantage achieved by optimal LMP2A expression over a minimal number of TRs [28] . In the more restricted forms of EBV latency observed in NPC and HL, EBNA1 transcription is driven from the TATA-less Qp promoter [29] , and an alternative promoter, L1-TR, located in the terminal repeats is responsible for LMP1 expression [30] . These forms of EBV latency reflect the different
transcription programs that EBV employs as the virus transits through the germinal center B-cell reaction to finally colonize the resting memory B-cell compartment [4] . The adoption of these forms of latency in EBV-associated tumors is therefore assumed to represent the manifestation of inappropriate viral transcription programs as a consequence of both the host cell environment and the selection pressures associated with oncogenic progression.
The Function of EBV Latent Genes Expressed in NPC
Understanding the function of the EBV latent genes expressed in NPC is clearly essential in determining the role of viral infection in the carcinogenic process. Furthermore, a detailed appreciation of the function of these EBV latent genes could provide opportunities to develop novel diagnostic and therapeutic approaches.
EBNA1 and the LMPs
While the EBNA1 protein has an essential role in replication and segregation of the EBV episome, it has recently been found to protect cells from apoptosis, enhance cell survival, and directly contribute to the tumorigenic phenotype [31] . These effects manifest through a variety of mechanisms including destabilization of p53, disruption of promyelocytic leukaemia (PML) nuclear bodies, and modulation of various signaling pathways.
LMP1 is the major transforming protein of EBV, behaving as a classical oncogene in rodent fibroblast transformation assays and being essential for EBV-induced B-cell transformation in vitro [32] . LMP1 has pleiotropic effects when expressed in cells, resulting in induction of cell surface adhesion molecules and activation antigens, up-regulation of antiapoptotic proteins (Bcl-2, A20), and stimulation of cytokine production [interleukin (IL)-6, IL-8] [33] . LMP1 functions as a constitutively activated member of the tumor necrosis factor receptor (TNFR) superfamily, activating a number of signaling pathways (NF-κB, ERK-MAPK, JNK/AP1, PI3K) in a ligand-independent manner [34] . The expression of LMP1 in epithelial cells is associated with a range of phenotypic effects including hyperproliferation, induction of proinflammatory cytokines, resistance to apoptosis, and enhanced motility [33] . The role of LMP1 in the pathogenesis of NPC remains speculative. There is considerable variation in the reported expression of LMP1 in NPC biopsies and a general consensus that approximately 20%-40% of tumors express LMP1 at the protein level [3] . In one study, all 6 early, preinvasive NPC (NPC in situ) lesions analyzed expressed the LMP1 protein, arguing for a crticial role of LMP1 in the early pathogenesis of NPC [35] . The possibility of geographical variation in LMP1 expression in NPC has been suggested and is supported by studies in North Africa, where LMP1 is more prevalent in the juvenile form of NPC [36] . The two proteins encoded by the LMP2 gene, LMP2A and LMP2B, share 12 hydrophobic membrane-spanning domains and a short cytoplasmic C-terminus, but it is the unique immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activation motif (ITAM) within the cytoplasmic N-terminal domain of LMP2A that seems responsible for this protein's functional effects [37] . LMP2A appears to drive B-cell proliferation and survival in the absence of signaling through the B-cell receptor (BCR), an effect that may be relevant to the ability of EBV to colonize the memory B-cell pool [38, 39] . LMP2A is required for the successful outgrowth of EBV-infected epithelial cells in vitro [28] and can induce anchorage-independent growth, enhance cell adhesion and cell motility, and inhibit epithelial cell differentiation [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] . Many of these effects are a consequence of LMP2A's ability to activate the PI3K/ Akt and β-catenin pathways. LMP2A can also induce the epithelialto-mesenchymal transition (EMT), which is associated with the acquisition of stem cell-like properties [45] . LMP2A and LMP2B play a role in resistance to the antiviral effects of interferons α and β in epithelial cells [46] , and LMP2A modulates NF-κB and STAT signaling in EBV-infected epithelial cells through effects on IL-6 transcription and secretion [47] . Unlike LMP1, LMP2A expression is more consistent in NPC. Studies using reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) confirmed expression of LMP2A mRNA in more than 98% of NPC cases, whereas expression of LMP2B was lower and mirrored LMP1 [23, 48] . Immunohistochemical staining has confirmed expression of LMP2A protein in more than 50% of NPC cases [45, 49] . Interestingly, this consistent expression of LMP2 in NPC is reflected in serological responses such that the majority of NPC patients have detectable IgG responses to LMP2A/2B [50] .
EBERs and the BamHI-A region
Two small non-polyadenylated (non-coding) RNAs, EBERs 1 and 2, are highly expressed in all forms of EBV latency and serve as sensitive targets for detecting EBV infection in cells and tissues [2, 3, 5] . The EBERs assemble into stable ribonucleoprotein particles with the auto-antigen La and ribosomal protein L22 and bind the interferoninducible, double-stranded RNA-activated protein kinase protein kinase RNA-activated (PKR) [51] . The interaction of EBERs with retinoic acid-inducible gene 1 (RIG-1) induces type I interferon production, an effect that may be counteracted by other viral genes such as LMP1 and LMP2A/B [52] . EBERs are also reported to induce insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1) in NPC cell lines [53] . This effect is associated with enhanced growth of NPC cell lines and its relevance to NPC is supported by the frequent expression of IGF-1 in tumor biopsies.
A group of abundantly expressed RNAs encoded by the BamHI-A region of the EBV genome were originally identified in NPC but were subsequently found to be expressed in other EBVassociated malignancies and in the peripheral blood of healthy individuals [2, 3, 5, 54, 55] . These highly spliced transcripts, commonly referred to as the BARTs (BamHI-A rightward transcripts), are a cluster of 22 miRNAs that generate 44 mature miRNAs [56] . These miRNAs target and thereby regulate a variety of viral and cellular transcripts [55, 57] . Thus, specific BART miRNAs have been found to protect against apoptosis and contribute to immune evasion. The BART miRNAs also appear crucial in the regulation of EBV gene expression, targeting both latent (LMP1, LMP2A) and lytic genes (BALF5). Because of their stability in serum, miRNAs have been [58, 59] . It appears that the BART miRNAs in serum reside in cell-derived exosomes that are able to deliver miRNAs to other non-EBV infected cells [60, 61] . This raises the intriguing possibility that BART miRNAs may contribute to the development of NPC by influencing the behavior of stromal and immune cells.
Another transcript generated from the BamHI-A region is BARF1, which encodes a 31-kDa protein that was originally identified as an early antigen expressed upon induction of the EBV lytic cycle. However, BARF1 is a secreted protein expressed during latency in EBV-associated NPC and gastric carcinoma (GC) [62, 63] . BARF1 shares limited homology with the human colony stimulating factor 1 (CSF-1) receptor (c-fms oncogene) and competes for its natural ligand, macrophage colony-stimulating factor (M-CSF or CSF-1), thereby modulating immune cell growth and function [64] . BARF1 displays oncogenic activity when expressed in rodent fibroblasts and simian primary epithelial cells [65] . Engineered expression of BARF1 in the context of a recombinant EBV enhanced the growth and tumorigenicity of virus-negative NPC cell lines, implicating BARF1 in the pathogenesis of NPC [66] . In addition, serum BARF1 may be a useful diagnostic marker for NPC [67] .
EBV Strain Variation
EBV isolates from different regions of the world or from patients with different virus-associated diseases are remarkably similar when their genomes are compared with restriction fragment length polymorphism analysis [3, 5, 68] . However, variations in repeat regions of the EBV genome are observed among different EBV isolates. Analysis of the EBV genome in a number of BL cell lines revealed gross deletions, some of which account for biological differences. More specifically, P3HR-1 virus, which is non-transforming, has a deletion of the EBNA2-encoding gene [3, 5, 68] . Strain variation over the EBNA2-encoding (BamHI-WYH) region of the EBV genome permits all virus isolates to be classified as either type 1 (EBV-1, B95.8-like) or type 2 (EBV-2, Jijoye-like) [68] . This genomic variation results in the production of two antigenically distinct forms of the EBNA2 protein, which share only 50% amino acid homology. Similar allelic polymorphisms (with 50%-80% sequence homology, depending on the locus) related to the EBV type occur in a subset of latent genes, namely those encoding EBNA-LP, EBNA3A, EBNA3B, and EBNA3C [69] . These differences have functional consequences as EBV-2 isolates are less efficient in B-lymphocyte transformation assays in vitro compared with EBV-1 isolates [70] . A combination of virus isolation and sero-epidemiological studies suggests that type 1 virus isolates are predominant (but not exclusively so) in many Western countries, whereas both types are widespread in equatorial Africa, New Guinea, and perhaps certain other regions [68, 71] . In addition to this broad distinction between EBV types 1 and 2, there is also minor heterogeneity within each virus type. Individual strains have been identified on the basis of changes compared with B95.8, ranging from single base mutations to extensive deletions [68] . While infection with multiple strains of EBV was originally thought to be confined to immunologically compromised patients, more recent studies demonstrate that normal, healthy patients who are seropositive can be infected with multiple EBV isolates that vary in abundance and presence over time [72] . Co-infection of the host with multiple virus strains could have evolutionary benefit to EBV, creating diversity through genetic recombination. Such intertypic recombination has been reported in HIV-infected patients and in the Chinese population, and appears to arise via recombination of multiple EBV strains during the intense EBV replication that results from immunosuppression [73] . The possible contribution of EBV strain variation to virusassociated tumors remains contentious. Many studies have failed to establish an epidemiological association between EBV strains and disease and suggest that the specific EBV gene polymorphisms detected in virus-associated tumors occur with similar frequencies in EBV isolates from healthy virus carriers from the same geographic region [3, 71] . However, these studies focused on specific regions of the EBV genome rather than on comparing the entire viral DNA sequence. More recent work has used next-generation sequencing (NGS) to analyze EBV isolates from NPC biopsies. These studies have confirmed that, while there is a high level of overall similarity among the NPC-derived virus strains with the prototypical EBV genome, variation exists in viral genes that might result in functional differences [74, 75] . In this regard, an LMP1 variant containing a 10 amino acid deletion (residues 343 to 352) was originally identified in Chinese NPC biopsies and has oncogenic and other functional properties distinct from those of the B95.8 LMP1 gene [76] [77] [78] . It is therefore likely that variation in LMP1 and other EBV genes can contribute to the risk of developing virus-associated tumors. However, more biological studies using well-defined EBV variants are required, along with more detailed NGS comparisons of tumor-derived EBV strains versus those derived from healthy donors.
NPC Pathogenesis
The presence of monoclonal EBV episomes in NPC indicates that viral infection precedes the clonal expansion of malignant cells [13] . However, epithelial infection may not be the initiating event in virusassociated carcinogenesis, as tonsils from patients with infectious mononucleosis (IM) and normal nasopharyngeal biopsies from individuals at high risk of developing NPC lack evidence of epithelial EBV infection [2] . EBV infection as detected by in situ hybridization to the abundantly expressed non-polyadenylated EBER RNAs has been demonstrated in high-grade (severe dysplastic and carcinoma in situ), preinvasive lesions in the nasopharynx, but not in low-grade disease or histologically normal nasopharyngeal epithelium [35, 79] . Both high-grade and carcinoma in situ lesions carry monoclonal EBV genomes [35] . Multiple genetic changes have been found in NPC, with frequent deletion of regions on chromosomes 3p, 9p, 11q, 13q, and 14q and promoter hypermethylation of specific genes on chromosomes 3p (RASSF1A, RARβ2) and 9p (p16, p15, p14, DAP-kinase) [80, 81] . Both 3p and 9p deletions have been identified in the absence of EBV infection in low-grade dysplastic lesions and in normal nasopharyngeal epithelium from individuals at high risk of developing NPC, suggesting that these genetic events occur early in NPC pathogenesis and may predispose to subsequent EBV infection [79, 82] . This possibility is supported by in vitro data demonstrating that stable EBV infection of epithelial cells requires an altered, undifferentiated cellular environment [83] and that cyclin D1 overexpression (a consequence of p16 deletion on chromosome 9p and amplification of the cyclin D1 locus on chromosome 11q) facilitates persistent EBV infection of immortalized nasopharyngeal epithelial cells [84] . Thus, a scheme has been proposed whereby loss of heterozygosity occurs early in NPC pathogenesis because of exposure to environmental cofactors such as dietary components (i.e., salted fish), creating low-grade, preinvasive lesions that become susceptible to EBV infection after additional genetic and epigenetic events (Figure 2 ). Once infected, EBV latent genes provide growth and survival benefits, resulting in the development of NPC. Additional genetic and epigenetic changes occur after EBV infection.
EBV and GC
GC remains the second leading cause of death from cancer.
Although incidence and mortality have been falling for over 50 years, the number of deaths from this tumor will inevitably continue to increase globally because of population growth and aging in highrisk countries. As approximately 10% of GC comprise cells latently infected with EBV, EBV-associated GC (EBV-GC) may represent the most common form of EBV-associated malignancy [85, 86] . These EBV-GC tumors display a restricted pattern of EBV latent gene expression (EBERs, EBNA1, LMP2A, the BART miRNAs, BARF1), similar to NPC [63, 87] . The association of EBV and GC varies significantly with geography, which may be attributed to ethnic and genetic differences [85, 86] . EBV-GCs have distinct phenotypic and clinical characteristics compared to EBV-negative GC tumors, including loss of p16 expression, promoter methylation of p73, expression of wildtype p53, distinct patterns of allelic loss, and improved overall survival time [88] [89] [90] [91] . Comprehensive genomic and molecular characterization of GC has confirmed that EBV-GC is a distinct entity with a high CpG island methylator (CIMP) phenotype and apparent driver mutations in the PIK3CA and ARID1A genes [92, 93] . As in NPC, the precise role of EBV in the pathogenesis of GC remains to be determined, but the absence of EBV infection Chin J Cancer; 2014; Vol. 33 Issue 12 www.cjcsysu.com in premalignant gastric lesions supports the contention that viral infection is a relatively late event in gastric carcinogenesis [94] . Epidemiological studies suggest that EBV-GC is related to birth order, high salt intake, and exposure to metal dust, but these factors may vary geographically (e.g., between Japan and Colombia), supporting the need for more detailed investigation [85, 86] . Distinct EBV strains are suggested to play a role in EBV-GC development, though this could reflect geographical variation in the prevalence of EBV strains in the population [95] .
Conclusions
EBV was discovered over 50 years ago, and its DNA was fully sequenced in 1984.
The widespread nature of EBV infection testifies to the intimate interaction between the virus and the immune system that is characterised by an asymptomatic, life-long infection resident within the memory B-cell compartment. Perturbing this interaction, as occurs in various forms of immunosuppression, results in EBVassociated B-cell tumors. As for the association of EBV with NPC and EBV-GC, the contribution of the virus is less clear but appears to be a consequence of the aberrant establishment of virus latency in epithelial cells that have already undergone premalignant genetic changes. Whatever the nature of these interactions and the precise role of EBV in the carcinogenic process, there is clearly the opportunity to exploit this association for the clinical benefit of patients. Novel therapeutic approaches using virus reactivation [96] , gene therapy [97] , or therapeutic vaccination [98] augur well for our ability to effectively target EBV-associated carcinomas, and mass screening programs to identify patients with early-stage NPC are already underway in Hong Kong [99] . These studies are paradigms for the development of targeted cancer therapies and diagnostics and further confirm the far-reaching value of tumor virology to the whole cancer field.
